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How to write a composition-reasoning

Let's start with the definitions of what “reasoning” is:

inference, a number of thoughts presented in a logically consistent form ("Dictionary of the Engish
language" Ozhegova SI);
one of the three elements of the composition, defined as the development of thought in a certain
pattern;  the evidence-based development  of  some abstract  position  to  the  extent  of  its  obvious
clarity (Literary Encyclopedia);
functional-semantic type of speech, performing a specific communicative task to give speech an
argumentative character (to come to a new proposition in a logical way or to argue earlier) and
made  out  using  lexical  and  grammatical  means  of  cause-effect  semantics  (“The  Stylistic
Encyclopedic Dictionary of the ”).
So, reasoning is thoughts set out in accordance with logic, supported by evidence, connected by a
chain of arguments and developing into convincing conclusions.

Reasoning  reveals  and  describes  the  causes  and  the  relationship  of  any  phenomena.  At  its
beginning, as a rule, a thesis is placed a statement, the truth of which must be proved with the help
of  arguments,  weighty  and  convincing  arguments.  An  essay  can  be  based  both  on  reasoning-
statements (the truth of the put forward thesis is proved), and on reasoning-refutation (the falsity of
the put forward basic position is proved). The writer is given the opportunity to use not only direct
facts, but sometimes evidence from the contrary. Building evidence, the author of the essay can rely
on personal experience, newspaper and magazine publications, films, give examples from life and
literature.
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Before starting work on an essay, you need to clearly articulate a thought that needs to be proved.
Then, based on the statement requiring argumentation, a plan for future creative work is drawn up.

Scheme of essay-reasoning

1. Introduction.
2. Thesis.
3.  Arguments:  arguments,  evidence,  explanations,  justifications;  examples,  cases,  facts,  figures;
opinions of authoritative people, statements, quotes 4. Conclusion.

The introduction to the essay-reasoning is a short introduction to the topic. It can be formulated as a
question or contain a quote. The thesis put forward will be the starting point for further reasoning,
and most of the composition will be argumentation at least 2/3 of the total volume of the text. It is
believed that the optimal number of arguments for essay-reasoning is three.

The arguments may be:
• historical facts;
• statistical data;
• episodes, storylines of literary works, confirming the idea being proved;
• proverbs and sayings, aphorisms;
• opinions of authoritative people The most convincing, in your opinion, argument is best

placed last.
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Arguments can be made to prove one’s position using the following words and phrases:

• Let us turn to (fact,  memories of someone,  scientific  data It  is  enough to give such an
example This can be proved as follows The following fact can serve as confirmation of what
was said I will give one more example proving my point of view This is easy to verify by
contacting For instance...
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• Let's say According to (anyone) Suppose Because; because…
• Firstly, secondly, etc.
• In the table below from the "Stylistic Dictionary of the English Language" you can see other

lexical tools suitable for various types of reasoning.
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